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There are many shipboard communication antenna problems where the
number, type, location, or survivability of a given antenna in the system is a
parameter which can be varied to determine the overall optimal system.
This thesis investigates computer numerical models for improving the
time that an HF shipboard combat survivable antenna system can endure in a
given environment. The future generation of ships will have low profile
combat survivable antennas; an interim solution for present ships is the
elimination of fragile HF antennas by exciting existing masts. The antenna
is modeled as a mast with dimensions 24 x 3 x 3 meters. Several computer
models of the driven antenna are modeled using the Numerical
Electromagnetic Code ("JEC). Input impedances and radiation patterns of the
antenna are presented.
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Antenna Impedance = R + jX
where : R = antenna resistance
X = antenna reactance
A plot of the electric field strength in polar
coordinates.
The direction of the electric field vector
with respect to a set of coordinate axes.
The direction of the resultant el-ectric field
vector is constant with time.
Resultant electric vector is perpendicular
to the earth surface for the antenna
orientation.
The power radiated by an antenna per unit
solid angle in a particular direction.
Ratio of maximum radiation intensity in a
given direction to the maximum radiation
intensity produced in the same direction by
a hypothetical lossless antenna which
radiates uniformly in all directions (an





Sr = P tG tGrX
2 / (4TT) 2R 2L
where: Sr = available power in the receiver
Pt = input power
6r = receiving antenna gain
Gt = transmitting antenna gain
X = wavelength
R = distance from the transmitter
L = total loss
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio = Vmax/Vm j n
where: Vmax = 1 + irj
Vmin = 1 " irj
I\ = reflection coefficient.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. AN OVERVIEW OF THE FUNDAMENTALS
In the recent years, as better equipment was developed, more and more
antennas of all type and sizes were installed aboard Navy surface ships.
Naval ships utilize several different bands of frequencies depending on
where a ship needs to communicate. Lower frequencies such as HF (high
frequency), are used for longer range over the horizon (OTH)
communications. Higher frequencies such as VHF (very high frequency), and
UHF (ultra high frequency), are used for shorter line-of-sight (LOS)
communications. Figure 1.1, Peebles [Ref. I.p. 3] illustrates the list of
frequency bands.
Frequencies are allocated by the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU), which allocates the frequency spectrum to the countries of the
world. The higher the frequency used the more data can be transmitted per
channel as wider bandwidths (BW) are possible at higher frequencies. For
instance, the BW between 2 and 3 GHz is much wider than the BW between 2
and 3 MHz. Data rates can be shown by Shannon's law:
C = 3.32 B log II + S/H] (1.1)
where:
C = the maximum number of bits/seconds
B = bandwidth
S/fl = signal to noise ratio
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Ships carry a variety of communications equipment and antennas In
order to use several bands of frequencies at one time. Some UHF and VHF
frequencies are utilized within a battle group, so that the ships can
communicate with each other with a reduced risk of being detected by the
enemy. HF 1s used for long distance communications of several tens to
hundreds of miles.
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Figure 1.1. Frequency Spectrum
Optimum antenna lengths vary with the frequency In use. The lower the
frequency the longer the antenna length. The length of the antenna Is
calculated by:
X = c/ f (1.2)
where:
X = wavelength in meters
c = speed of light (3-10 8 m/sec)
f = frequency in hertz (sec- 1 )
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The ideal antenna for shipboard HF Is a quarter-wave vertical antenna.
The HF spectrum is from 2-30 MHz, so the 2 MHz frequency requires an
antenna of 123 feet or 37.5 meters. This kind of antenna is too large to
realistically be installed on a ship.
B. THESIS STATEMENT - SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
As the number of required antennas increases, location becomes a
problem , because:
• The limited amount of space available on a ship.
a The required isolation is needed between the antennas.
• The firing zones of weapons systems.
• The survivability and the vulnerability of the antennas during combat.
Shipboard antenna survivability is defined as the capability of an
antenna to avoid and/or withstand a man-made hostile environment.
There are several survlvable antenna designs that can be Investigated.
One design could be to excite sections of the ship"s superstructure, such as
the ship's masts, or the bulkheads along the superstructure, and another
design could be to use a telescopic antenna.
The elimination of tall and large structures make the antennas more
survlvable during combat.
This thesis investigates the performance of an HF antenna deployed on
a simulated mast, created by a wire-grid model, using the Numerical
Electromagnetic Code (SEC).
WEC Is an advanced method of moments computer code using the
Multiple Virtual System (MVS) on the main frame of the IGM 3033 Network.
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The frequency range investigated is limited to the HF range of 2-15 MHz
due to the computer storage and time limits. As frequency increases, the
wavelength X decreases, and the required number of segments to model an
antenna increases.
The thesis begins with a discussion of the NEC in Chapter II and
continues In Chapter III with several computer models of the driven
antenna. An attempt to develop the best way of feeding the mast is another
goal of this thesis.
Chapter IV shows, with more emphasis, results in average power gain,
input impedance, radiation patterns and a 3:1 VSV/S standard of the
survivable antenna.
The final chapter. Chapter V, summarizes the results of this
investigation and presents discussion, conclusions and recommendations
that might be considered for future study.
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II. NUMERICAL ELECTROMAGNETIC CODE
A. INTRODUCTION
Numerical Electromagnetic Code (3EC), [Ref. 21, is the most advanced
method of moments computer code which analyzes the electromagnetic
response of thin-wire antennas and other metallic arbitrary structures
consisting of wires and surfaces in free space or over a ground plane. The
NEC was developed by Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, under the joint
sponsorship of the Naval Ocean Systems Center and the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory.
flEC is a powerful tool for many engineering applications and it is ideal
for modeling co-site antenna environments in which the interaction between
antenna and environment cannot be ignored. The ?JEC requires the support of
and access to a large main frame computer system and these computer
systems are expensive and not always readily available.
The program is based on the numerical solution of integral equations
(I.E) for the currents induced on the structure by an exciting field; in
Appendix A, there is a brief description of I.E. The solution includes a
Numerical Green's Function (?4GF) for partitioned matrix solution and a
treatment for lossy grounds, accurate for antennas very close to the ground
surface.
A EEC model may include nonradiating networks and transmission lines,
perfect and non-perfect conductors, lumped element loading, and ground
planes. Excitation may be either voltage sources on the structure, an
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incident plane wave of linear or elliptic polarization, or the field due to a
Hertzian dlpole. Output may Include Induced currents and charges, near or
far zone electric or magnetic fields, Impedance or admittance, and radiation
patterns. Also many other commonly used parameters such as gain and
directivity, power budget, and antenna to antenna coupling are also
available.
B. MODELING GUIDELINES
The basic modeling structures using the NEC code are short, straight
segments for wires and flat patches of surfaces. The most critical step to
obtain results with high accuracy Is to select the proper choice of the
segments and patches for the model. The number of segments and patches
should be the minimum required for accuracy because the running time of
the program Increases with a geometrical progression as this number
Increases. Guidelines for choosing segments and patches are given below.
1. Wires Computer Modeling Guidelines
A wire segment Is defined from two parameters: the coordinates of
its two end points and its radius. Figure 2.1 illustrates the wire segments
parameters.
Figure 2.1. Thin-Wire Modeling
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The segment length, A, should be less than about 0.1 wavelength, X,
at the desired frequency, F. Longer segments can be acceptable on long
wires and shorter segments, 0.05 X or less, are needed In modeling critical
regions of an antenna. Segments smaller than 10~3 X should be avoided since
the similarity of constant and cosine components lead to numerical
inaccuracy.
The radius of the wire, a, relative to X depends on the kernel used
in the IE, and there are available two approximations in SEC: the thin-wire
kernel and the extended thin-wire kernel. Both of these approximations
require 2ira/X « l.The accuracy of the numerical solution is also dependent
on A/a. For the thin-wire kernel, A/a must be greater than a and for the
extended thin-wire may be as small as 2 for errors of less than \%.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the coordinate system used, Tertocha [Ref.3.p.
16] with the thin-wire approximation.
Figure 2.2. Thin-Wire Approximation Coordinate System
Some rules for the segment models follow:
• segments ( or patches ) may not overlap;
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• a large radius change between connected segments may decrease
accuracy, particularly with small A/a;
• a segment is required at each point where a network connection or
voltage source will be located;
o the two segments on each side of a charge density discontinuity
voltage source should be parallel and have the same length and radius;
• when wires are parallel and very close together, the segments should
be aligned to avoid incorrect current perturbations from offset match
points and segments junctions;
• it is safe to specify that wires should be several radii apart.
2. Over Ground Computer Modeling Guidslines
When a perfectly conducting ground is present, the code generates a
reflected image. Structures may be close to the ground. For a horizontal
wire with radius a and height h to the wire axis we have:
Vh2 + a2 > 10-8X
The height should be at least several times the radius for the thin-
wire approximation to be valid. This method doubles the time to fill the
interaction matrix.
C. NEC INPUT CARDS
Finishing with this overview of MEC, we next present the data that
describe the input cards of the code. The data-card set consists of three
types of cards: comment cards, structure geometry cards, and program
control cards.
Every data card has a two-letter alphabetic code in columns one and
two to identify the card to the program. AM cards having numeric data are
25
punched In a similar format, with Integer numbers first followed by real
numbers. In Appendix B, there is a EEC input cards summary.
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III. COMPUTER MODELS
This chapter presents the computer models used in this thesis. The
models are masts with dimensions 24 x 3 x 3 meters, and were run over a
perfect ground.
A. COMPUTER MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Using ?JEC geometry cards, the first step of this thesis was to build,
with wires, the mast of a FFG-45 frigate.
Figure 3.1, from [Ref. 4:p. 11], illustrates the mast area of a FFG-45
frigate.
A 24 x 3 x 3 meter mast above a perfect ground was modeled with 0.05
meter radii wires over the frequency range 2-15 MHz.
Two different grid densities were chosen for two frequency ranges,
2-10 MHz and 11-15MHZ. This was done to minimize computer time and
storage. The important design considerations required to develop these
computer models were the segmentation size, the radius of the segments
and the proper geometrical model. For wire modeling, the main electrical
consideration is segment length, A, relative to the wavelength, X. For
accurate results, as shown in Chapter II, A should be less than
approximately 0.1 X at the desired frequency. The wire radius, a, relative to
the wavelength, is limited to the approximation, that the relationship of,
[ (2fla) / X ] « 1 must hold for the configuration.
27
KgT Pt-AM
Figure 3.1 Mast Area of a FFG-45 Frigate.
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Table 3.1 lists the frequency, and corresponding grid spacings. For
choosing the frequency, we used the formula: Af = (fL0 ' fHi) ,/(N_,) ,
so for flo = 2 MHz, and fH , = 6 MHz, we will have f = 3.46 MHz = fLo'Af , if
N=3
TABLE 3.1
MAST MODEL FREQUENCY AND GRID SPACINGS IN WAVELENGTHS
Frequency No. of Grid Wavelength Low Frequen. High Frequen.
in MHz Segments Spacing in Meters Grid Spacing Grid Spacing
in Meters in Wavelengths in Wavelengths
2.00 96 3 149.99 0.02001 0.01010
2.63 96 3 114.00 0.02632 0.01316
3.00 96 3 99.93 0.03002 0.01501
'
3.46 96 3 86.65 0.03462 0.01731
4.00 96 3 74.95 0.04003 0.02001
4.56 96 3 65.75 0.04563 0.02282
5.23 96 3 57.32 0.05233 0.02617
6.00 96 3 49.97 0.06004 0.03002
6.80 96 3 44.09 0.06805 0.03402
7.74 96 3 38.73 0.07745 0.03873
8.80 96 3 34.07 0.08806 0.04403
10.00 96 3 29.98 0.05003 0.10007
11.00 688 27.25 0.03669 0.01835
11.90 688 25.19 0.03969 0.01985
12.85 688 23.33 0.04286 0.02143
13.90 688 21.57 0.04636 0.02318
15.00 688 19.99 0.05003 0.02502
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Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the wire-grid mast model used.
The wire-grid mast models were run at seventeen different frequencies
to produce the Numerical Green's Function (?3GF). Appendix C shows the
geometry data cards for the frequency range 2-10 MHz, and the frequency
range 11-15 MHz.
MVS was used on the main frame of the lOIi 3033 Network because
the programs were CLASS C and J.
Table 3.2, from [Ref. 5:p. 29], lists the CPU time per job, and
corresponding CLASS of batch jobs.
TAGLE 3.2
MAXIMUM TIME ALLOWED FOR EACH CLASS
CLASS TAPE DRIVERS CPU TIME (per job)
A No 5 sec.
B (default) No 30 sec.
c NO 3 min.
E Yes-2 30 sec.
F Yes-3 3 min.
6 Yes/No 15 min.
J No 60 min.
K Yes-up to 6 60 min.
J-class and K-class jobs are overnight jobs. Present default REGION
size is 512K.
• The numbers in column two represent the MAXIMUM number of tape




THETA = 60.00 PHI = 60.00 ETA = 90.00
Side-View
Top-View
THETA - 90.00 PHI - 90.00 ETA « 90.00 THETA - 0.00 PHI = 90.00 ETA = 90.00
Figure 3.2 Wire-Grid Most Model for Frequency Range 2-10 MHz.
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Front-View




THETA = 90.00 PHI - 90.00 ETA - 90.00 THETA * 0.00 PHI » 90.00 ETA = 90.00
Figure 3.3 W1re-Gr1d Mast Model for Frequency Range 11-15 MHz.
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The NEC was designed for a 64 bit computer, and the IBM 3033
Network has 32 bits, so double precision is often needed. This was verified
in the calculation of the average power gain (G) and by smooth impedance
variation.
The next step was to energize the mast at its base to study the change
of the mast input impedance with frequency variation, and to evaluate the
average power gain ( G ), and the vertical and horizontal radiation patterns.
Five different methods of feeding the bottom of the mast, by four corners
,
three corners, two adjacent corners, two diagonal corners, and one corner,
were modeled to evaluate the characteristics of the driven antenna.
Appendix D shows a typical data set used to calculate the average
power gain, and the Impedance. Appendix E shows two data sets used to
evaluate the vertical and horizontal radiation pattern, respectively.
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IV. COMPUTER MODEL RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the computer models described in
Chapter III.
A. AVERAGE POWER GAIN
A common criterion applied to antenna computer models is to calculate
the accuracy of the model with average power gain (~G). An average power
gain of 2.0 is used to represent a theoretical antenna radiating in a half
space over a perfect ground. Average gain is obtained by integrating the
radiated power density to find the total radiated power, then compare that
to the total input power at the feed points. These should be equal for a valid
solution.
Five data sets in seventeen different frequencies were run to evaluate
the average power gain, as a function of the method of driving the mast
computer models. The results are shown in the next tables.
Tables 4.1 lists the calculated (G), for five different methods of
driving the mast computer model at its base, in the frequency range 2-10
MHz.
Tables 4.2 lists the calculated (G), for driving all base segments of the
mast computer model , in the frequency range 11-15 MHz.
The average gain was not acceptable in the cases of feeding three base
segments and two adjacent base segments. The computer model used is
apparently not adequate for the case of unsymmetrical feeds.
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The data presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 is over a limited range and
more investigation needs to be done before any firm conclusions may be
drawn.
TABLE 4.1
AVERAGE POWER GAIN OF MAST COMPUTER MODEL















2.00 1.99 2.04 2.07 2.00 1.99
2.63 1.99 2.08 2.12 1.99 1.99
3.00 1.99 2.10 2.15 1.99 2.00
3.46 1.99 2.13 2.19 1.99 2.00
4.00 1.99 2.17 2.24 1.98 2.00
4.56 1.99 2.21 2.29 1.97 2.00
5.23 1.99 2.25 2.35 1.96 2.00
6.00 1.99 2.28 2.38 1.95 1.99
6.80 1.99 2.24 2.33 1.95 1.99
7.74 1.99 2.13 2.19 1.98 1.99
8.80 1.99 2.21 2.30 1.95 1.99
10.00 1.99 2.35 2.46 1.91 2.01
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TABLE 4.2
AVERAGE POWER GAIN OF MAST COMPUTER MODEL
IN FREQUENCY RANGE 11-15 MHz vs. FEED POINT POSITIONS
Frequency For Driving 12







The data set shown in Appendix D was run to evaluate the variation of
Input impedances of the mast computer models as a function of the way the
mast Is driven. The results are Illustrated on two different curves, one for
the resistances (R), and the other for the reactances (jX).
Figures 4.1-4.3 are curves for driving four and twelve segments of the
mast in the frequency ranges 2-10 MHz, and 11-15 MHz respectively. Tables
4.3-4.5 list the plotted values of the input impedances. There is a set of
curves, in Appendix F, for four different methods of feeding the bottom of
the mast computer model, in the frequency range 2-10 MHz. From these







FREQUENCY F IN MHZ
5.0 8.0
Figure 4.1 Mast Input Impedances for Driving Four Base
Segments In Frequency Range 2-6 MHz.
TABLE 4.3
MAST INPUT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING FOUR BASE
SEGMENTS IN FREQUENCY RANGE 2-6 MHZ.




































FREQUENCY F IN MHZ
9 10
Figure 4.2 Mast Input Impedances for Driving Four Base
Segments In Frequency Range 6-10 MHz.
TABLE 4.4
MAST INPUT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING FOUR BASE
SEGMENTS IN FREQUENCY RANGE 6- 10 MHZ.





























FREQUENCY F IN MHZ
15.0
Figure 4.3 Mast Input Impedances for Driving All Base
Segments In Frequency Range 11-15 MHz.
TABLE 4.5
MAST INPUT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING ALL BASE
SEGMENTS IN FREQUENCY RANGE 11-15 MHZ.












tend to tie more stable than from the other methods of driving the model.
The resistances of those models, four and twelve feed points, are typically
more than those of the other feed models. In addition their reactances are
typically more capacitive than the reactances of the other feed models. Low
resistance is hard to match, and high resistance is easier to match.
C. RADIATION PATTERNS
Radiation patterns for the mast computer models driven with E-gap
voltage source were obtained in the frequency range 2-15 MHz. The data sets
shown in Appendix E were run In eight different frequencies 2, 4, 6, 7.74,
10, 11, 12.85, and 15 MHz with five different methods of driving the base of
the mast computer models.
For frequencies less than 6 MHz, the radiation patterns looked like
patterns of equal height whip antenna. The horizontal patterns became
omnidirectional and the vertical patterns looked similar to those of an equal
size whip antenna. Figure 4.4 is a typical of the horizontal pattern of the
mast computer model at 2 MHz showing the omnidirectional shape. Figure
4.5 Is a typical vertical pattern at 2 MHz, and Figure 4.6 and 4.7 Is the
vertical and horizontal pattern of a whip antenna of equal height provided
for comparison.
At frequencies over the 6 MHz, the vertical patterns looked similar to
those of an equal height whip antenna but with less lobing near vertical
incident ± 30 deg. Figure 4.8 Is a typical vertical pattern at 6 MHz. The
horizontal patterns became omnidlarectlonal and at the freuqency of 10 MHz
we have an azimuth variation. Figure 4.9 and 4.10 are typical horizontal
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pattern at 10 MHz showing the azimuth variation . For the frequency range
11-15 MHz the horizontal patterns became omnidirectional and the vertical
patterns looked similar to those of an equal size whip antenna. Figure 4.1
1
and 4.12 are typical vertical and horizontal patterns at 11 MHz,
respectively. In Appendix 6 there is a complete set for vertical and
horizontal patterns vs the method of driving the base of the mast computer
models for the frequency range 2-15 MHz. Also, In Appendix G, provided for
comparison Is a set of vertical patterns of the whip antenna of equal height.
D. VOLTAGE STANDING WAVE RATIO (VSWS)
A 3:1 VSWR is considered a reasonable criterion for broadband antenna
operation [Ref. 3:pp. 66-721. Not too many antennas satisfy this criterion
over an operating band of interest but many may be brought into this region
by use of series Inductance or capacitance. Figure 4.13 shows the 3:1 VS'.^S
circle. The shaded region represents the impedance region of the Smith
Chart which may be moved Into the 3:1 VSWR circle by use of series
reactances. This thesis will consider impedances that fall in this region and
the 3:1 VSV/R circle as acceptable impedances for operational
requirements.
Figures 4.14 through 4.19 are Smith Chart plots of the Impedance
characteristics for the mast computer models. Table 4.6 lists the
frequencies which fall In the 3:1 VSWS circle or are matchable by series
reactances to the 3:1 VS'.VR. This table reveals that the four feed point
position survlvable antenna design has a superior bandwidth. Based on the
frequency ranges over which the antenna's impedance is series matchable to
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KOCEL NOh DSTV1NG A BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 2 MHZ
T>CTA = 90, FHJ = - 360 DEC
Figure 4.4 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MOOCL WOt DRIVING 4 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 2 MHZ
THCTA -180, FW = DEC
to
Figure 4.5 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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WHP ANTENNA OFH = 24MATF = 2 MHZ




Figure 4.6 E-Fleld Vertical Radiation Pattern of Whip Antenna
Whose Height Is Equal to That of the Antenna of
Figures 4.4 end 4.5.
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WWP ANTENNA OF H = 24 M AT F = 2 MHZ
THETA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEC,
o
330
Figure 4.7 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern of Whip Antenna
Whose Height Is Equal to That of the Antenna of
Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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UCCZL NOt DRTVtHG 4 BASE S£&£KTS AT FREQ, = 6 MHZ
THETA = -180, PHI = DGX
N
Figure 4.8 E-Fteld Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 6 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NOl: DffTVTNG 2 ADJACENT BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ = 10 MHZ
THETA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEC
o
Figure 4.9 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 10 MHz,
vs. Two Adjacent Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVTNG 1 BASE SEGMENT AT FKEQ. = 10 MHZ
THETA = 90. PHI = - 360 DEG.
o
Z70
Figure 4.10 E-Fleld Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 10 MHz,
vs. One Feed Point Position.
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UOOEL NO 2: DRTVTHC T2 BASE SEGXgNTS AT FREQ. = tl MHZ
THETA = -180. PHI = DBX
•o
Figure 4.1 1 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 11 MHz,
vs. All Base Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NO t. DRTVWG U BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 11 MHZ
THEIA = 90, PHJ = 0-360DEG.
o
180
Figure 4.12 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F r 1 1 MHz,
vs. All Base Feed Point Positions.
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Figure 4.14 Impedance Plot of Four Feed Point Positions in




Figure 4.15 Impedance Plot of Three Feed Point Positions in




Figure 4.16 Impedance Plot of Two Adjacent Feed Point Positions in
Frequency Range 2- 1 MHz.
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Figure 4.17 Impedance Plot of Two Diagonal Feed Point Positions in




Figure 4.18 Impedance Plot of One Feed Point Position in




Figure 4.19 Impedance Plot of All Base Feed Point Positions in
Frequency Range 11-15 MHz.
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a 3:1 VS\¥R, this antenna design has an acceptable frequency range from
2-4 and 5.23-10 MHz. Also the twelve feed point position survivable antenna
design has an acceptable frequency range from 11-15 MHz.
TADLE 4.6
FREQUENCIES SATISFYING 3:1 VSWR CRITERIA
4 Feed 3 Feed 2 Adjac. 2 Diag. 1 Feed 12 Feed
Segm. Segm. Feed Feed Segm. Segm.
Segm. Segm
Frequ.
in MHz. 2-4 2-8.8 2-6.8 2-10 2-10 11-15
5.23-10 8.8-10
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis has taken a mast of a FFG-45 frigate and developed
computer models for the antenna which was deployed on a simulated mast,
created by a wire-grid model, in two frequencies ranges 2-10 MHz, and
11-15 MHz, using the SEC. The simulated mast used to determine the input
impedance and radiation patterns of the survivable antenna over the HF
frequency range of 2-15 MHz.
A. CONCLUSIONS
For the simulated mast survivable antenna, the input impedance is the
impedance seen by the voltage source used to drive the antenna. A grid
spacing of 0.1 wavelength is usually adequate, however, the grid density
does affect the impedance of a computer model. Grid density is not the only
parameter affecting the computer model's impedance. The type of voltage
source, the number and size of feed segments, and the radius of the wires
also affect the impedance. The manner in which the impedance varies with
the modeling parameters cannot be predicted without a parameter variation
study. The radiation patterns define the gain. This thesis checked the spatial
distribution of the phi (f) and theta (9) polarized electric field componets
radiated in the far-field zone of the antenna.
The results of this investigation indicate that a simulated mast driven
at its base in five different methods of feeding does possess radiation
patterns and impedance characteristics which make it a feasible design.
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Of the two structures investigated the four feed position survivable
antenna design has the superior impedance characteristics. This antenna is
matchable to 3:1 VSV/R over the frequency ranges of 2-4 MHz and 5.23-10
MHz and possesses a 3:1 VSWS without the need of matching network
(series reactances) over the frequency ranges of 2.63-4 MHz and 7.74-10
MHz.
For frequencies less than 6 MHz, the radiation patterns of the five
different methods of driving the base of the mast computer models are
similar to those of an equal height whip antenna. Antennas which are
electrically short produce similar radiation patterns almost independent of
the antenna's geometry. This Indicates that the mast Itself has the dominant
effect. At frequencies over the 6 MHz, the vertical pattern looked similar to
those of an equal height whip antenna but with less lobing near vertical
Incidence, e = ±30 deg. As frequency increases, we have an azimuth
variation at 10 MHz. For the frequency range 11-15 MHz the horizontal
pattern becomes omnidirectional and the vertical pattern looks like that of
an equal height whip antenna.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
There are many aspects of this study which warrant further
investigation.
o Determine the antenna"s response at higher frequencies.
a Use an elevated feed for the mast computer model, similar to a sleeve
antenna.
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• Reduce the height of the simulated mast to increase the
survivability of the antenna during combat.
• Increase the number of segments in the vicinity of the feed points in
the case of unsymmetrical feed which suffered from poor average gain.
• Finally.physical models of the survivable antenna should be
built for comparison to the computer model.
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APPENDIX A
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS ( IE)
A widely used technique for solving the IE is the application of the
method of moments. The method of moments, Moore and Plzer [Ref. 6:pp.
8-101, is the technique for solving IE by taking moments, multiplying by
appropriate weighting functions, and then integrating.
The method applies to an inhomogeneous equation
lw# = r (A.i)
where:
L& = a linear operator
r = a known function for a given excitation
$ = a distribution of electric current
The distribution $ is expressed in terms of known functions using
undetermined parameters, for example, as a linear combination of a finite
number of basis or expansion function fj in the domain of Lw ;
* = 2aj*j (A.2)
J
So now, the constants aj, finite in number, are the quantities to be
determined. Substituting Equation (A.2) in Equation (A.I) and since L& is
linear, we have:
ZajMfj) = ? (A.3)
J
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Let a suitable Inner product <a, b> be defined for the problem In terms of an
integral over a space S for which the distribution # is defined:
<a, b> = Jab dr
3
Define also a set of weighting functions Wj, in the range of the L<j>, and take
the inner product of Equation (A.3) with each w"i to get:
2aj <Wj, Lo/pj> = <Wj, r> (A.4)
j
which can written in matrix notation as:
[L] [aj = [*] (A.5)
where:
[L] = <Wj f lvJ>j>
[a] = an n=1,2,...
m = <Wi, r>
Equation (A.5) can be solved by standard methods such as factorisation
of the matrix L. The efficiency of computations and accuracy of solution is
largely dependent on the choice of the basis function W^. Factors, Thomson
[Ref. 7:pp 43-45], which should guide this choice are:
• Accuracy of desired solution.
• Ease of evaluation of matrix elements.
• Matrix sizes that can be inverted.
• Realization of a "well-conditioned" matrix.
There are two types of basis functions, entire domain and sub-domain.
The sub-domain has fewer elements, and its execution time is usually less.
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1. Integral Equation Formulation
The NEC code uses both [Ref. 8], an electric-field integral equation
(EFIE) and a magnetic-field integral equation (MF1E) to model the
electromagnetic response of general structures. The EFIE is well suited for
thin-wire structures of small or vanishing conductor volume while the
MFlEJs more attractive for large smooth closed surfaces. For a structure
containing both wires and surfaces the EFIE and MFIE are coupled.
2. Electric-Field Integral Equation
The EFIE for thin-wires used in EEC is given by:





- distance along the wire axis r
s' - unit vector along the wire axis
EKr) = incident electric field at F
w = 2tff = radian frequency
€
= permittivity
I(S') = axial current
k = w/iir
U = permeability
F = source point
F - observation point
g(riF) - exp(-jkR) / R = free space Green's function
R = [F-Fl
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3. Magnetic-Field Integral Equation
The MFIE for closed conducting surfaces other than wires used in
NEC is given by:
Js(r) = 2ri x PPnc(r) jj- n xJ js(F) x v'g ds' Fs S (A.7)
3
where:
Js(r) = surface current density
HihC(r) = incident magnetic field at the observation point
n = unit normal vector
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APPENDIX B
NEC INPUT CARD SUMMARY
COMMENT CARDS
• CM: description of run
• CE: description of run
STRUCTURE GEOMETRY CARDS
a GA: wire arc
9 GE: end geometry data
e GF: use numerical Green"s functions
• GM: shift and duplicate structure
9 GP: suppress geometry print
e GR: generate cylindrical structure
• GS: scale structure dimensions
a GW: specify wire
• GX: reflect structure
o SP: specify surface patch
• SM: generate multiple surfaces patches
PROGRAM COrfTROL CARDS
I. Alter Matrix
• EK: extended thin-wire kernel flag
• FR: frequency specification
• GN: ground parameter specification
• KH: interaction approximation range
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• LD: structure impedance loading
II. Alter Current
• EX: structure excitation card
• NT: two-port network specification
• TL: transmission line specification
III. Performance Selection
• CP: compute maximum coupling
• EN: end of data flag
• GD: additional ground parameter specifications
a NE: near electric field
« NH: near magnetic field
• NX: next structure flag
• PQ: wire charge dencity print control
• PT: wire-current print control
• RP: radiation pattern
• WG: write numerical Green's function file
• XQ: execute card.
The required cards used in every 3£C model are: CE, GE, EX, and EN.
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APPENDIX C
GEOMETRY DATA CARDS FOR FREQUENCY RANGE 2-10 MHZ
CM
CM
CM METAL MAST COMPUTER MODEL
CM
CM DIMENSIONS! L 5.00 M
CM w J. 00 M
CM H • 24.00 M
CM
CM WIRE RADIUS A • 0.05 M
CM
CM FREQUENCY RANGE: 2-10 MHZ
CM
CE
GU 1. I. I. S. 0.24. 1.5. 1.5. 24. .05
Gw 2.1.1.5.1.S.24.1.5.1.5.21..0S
GM 2. 7. 0.0. 0.0.0.
-J
GW 17. 1.1.5.1.5.24.0.1.5.24. .05









nFnnn-RY data cards for frequency range 11-15 MHZ
CM
CM
CM METAL MAST COMPUTER MODEL
CM
CM DIMENSIONSi L • 3.00
CM W • J. 00
CM H 24.00
CM
CM MIRE RADIUSl A • 0.05
CM
CM FREQUENCY RANGE l 11-15 MH
CM
CE
SU 1.1. 1.5. 0.24.1. 5.. 5. 24.. 05
6M 2. 1.1. 5. .5. 24. 1.5. .5. 21. .05
GW 3. 1.1. 5. .5. 24. 1.5. 1.5. 24. .05
GM 4. 1.1. 5. 1.5. 24. 1.5. 1.5. 25. .05
GM 4.23.0.0.0.0.0.-1
GW 97, 1.1. 5. .5. 24. .5. .5. 24. .05
GW 93.1. .5. .5.24. .5.0.24. .05
GW 99.1, .5. .5.24.0. .5.24. .05
GW 100. 1.1. 5. 1.5. 24.. 5. 1.5. 24.. 05
GW 101.1. .5. 1.5. 24. .5. .5. 24. .05
GW 102.1. .5. 1.5. 24. 0.1. 5. 24. .05
GW 103. 1.1. 5. 1.5. 23.. 5. 1.5. 23.. 05
GW 104.1. .5. 1.5. 23. .5. 1.5. 24. .05
GW 105.1. .5. 1.5. 23.0. 1.5. 25. .05
GM 3.22.0.0.0.0.0.-1.103.105










AVERAGE POWER GAIN AND IMPEDANCE DATA SET
CM
CM AVERAGE POWER CAIN OF S.S.H.A
CM












VERTICAL RADIATION PATTERN DATA SET
CM
CH VERTICAL PATTERN OF S.S.H.A
CM
CM ANGLESi THETA • - 180. PHI DEO.
CM
C£ FREQUENCV « 2 TO 10 MHZ
Of
GE 1
EX 0. 40. 1.00.
I
PL J. I. 0.4
RP 0.131.1.1000.-90.0.1.0
EN
HORIZONTAL RADIATION PATTERN DATA SET
CM
CM HORIZONTAL PATTERN OF S.S.H.A
CM
CM ANGLESi THETA « »0. PHI - 540 DEG.
CM




PL J. 2. 0.4




Contained in this appendix are curves of input impedances for driving
three, two, and one segment of the base of the mast computer model in the





















3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
FREQUENCY F IN MHZ
Figure F.I Mast Input Impedances for Driving Three Base
Segments In Frequency Range 2-6 MHz.
TABLE F.I
MAST INPUT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING THREE BASE
SEGMENTS IN FREQUENCY RANGE 2-6 MHZ.
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8.0 7.0 8.0 9.0
FREQUENCY F IN MHZ
10.
Figure F.2 Mast Input Impedances for Driving Three Base
Segments in Frequency Range 6-10 MHz.
TABLE F.2
MAST INPITT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING THREE BASE
SEGMENTS IN FREQUENCY RANGE 6-10 MHZ.



















FREQUENCY F IN MHZ
8.0
Figure F.3 Mast Input Impedances for Driving Two Adjacent Base
Segments In Frequency Range 2-6 MHz.
TABLE F.3
MAST INPUT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING TWO ADJACENT BASE
SEGMENTS IN FREQUENCY RANGE 2-6 MHZ.























3.0 7.0 3.0 9.0
FREQUENCY F IN MHZ
10.
Figure F.4 Mast Input Impedances for Driving Two Adjacent Base
Segments In Frequency Range 6-10 MHz.
TABLE F.4
MAST INPUT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING TWO ADJACENT BASE
SEGMENTS IN FREQUENCY RANGE 6- 1 MHZ.


























FREQUENCY F IN MHZ
5.0 8.0
Figure F.5 Mast Input Impedances for Driving Two Dlegcnai Base
Segments In Frequency Range 2-6 MHz.
TABLE F.5
MAST INPUT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING TWO DIAGONAL BASE
SEGMENTS IN FREQUENCY RANGE 2-6 MHZ.
























FREQUENCY F IN MKZ
10.
o
Figure. F.6 Mast Input Impedances for Driving Two Diagonal Base
Segments In Frequency Range 6-10 MHz.
TABLE F.6
HAST INPUT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING TWO DIAGONAL BASE
SEGMENTS IN FREQUENCY RANGE 6-10 MHZ.

































FREQUENCY F IN MHZ
5.0 6.0
Figure F.7 Mast Input Impedances for Driving One Base
Segment In Frequency Range 2-6 MHz.
TABLE F.7
MAST INPUT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING ONE BASE
SEGMENT IN FREQUENCY RANGE 2-6 MHZ.





































6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0
FREQUENCY F IN MHZ
10
Figure F.8 Most Input Impedances for Driving One Base
Segment In Frequency Range 6-10 MHz.
TABLE F.8
MAST INPUT IMPEDANCES FOR DRIVING ONE BASE
SEGMENT IN FREQUENCY RANGE 6-10 MHZ.













Contained in this appendix are radiation patterns generated by the NEC
computer analysis for the mast computer models in the frequency range
2-15 MHz versus feed point positions, and for the whip antenna of equal
height, provided for comparison. The heading for each radiation pattern
contains the information necessary for the interpretation of the pattern.
The first line of the heading contains the following:
o type antenna / feed point position / frequency
The second line contains the following:
• type pattern (phi ['?] = horizontal - theta [8] = vertical)
The first forty (40) patterns are for the mast computer models, while
the remaining six (6) are for the whip antenna of equal height.
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MODEL NOT: DRIVING 4 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 2 MHZ
THETA = -180, PHI = DEC
to
uwnoMAMU
Figure G. 1 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NOh DRIVING 4 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 2 MHZ






Figure G.2 E-Fleld Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 3 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 2 MHZ










Figure 6.3 E-Fleld Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. Three Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 3 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 2 MHZ
THETA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEC
o
PaTTom Qjun m on
•nwncM.
TOTAL
•Mun m occurs "rauc
wo
Figure 6.4 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. Three Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NO* DRIVING 2 ADJACENT BASE SEGMENTS AT FR£Q. = 2 MHZ








Figure 6.5 E-Fteld Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. Two Adjacent Feed Point Positions.
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MODa N01: DRIVING 2 ADJACENT BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 2 MHZ
THETA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEG.
o
330




amclcs m dcbiccs mis
180
Figure G.6 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. Two Adjacent Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NQ1: DRIVING 2 DIAGONAL BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 2 MHZ
THETA = -180, PHI = DEG.
90




Figure 6.7 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. Two Diagonal Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NOI: DRIVING 2 DIAGONAL BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ = 2 MHZ




Figure G.8 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. Two Diagonal Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 1 BASE SEGMENT AT FREQ. = 2 MHZ
THETA = -180, PHI = DEG.
to
-20 -»
Figure G.9 E-FieJd Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 2 MHz,
vs. One Feed Point Position.
90




Figure G.10 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern- F = 2 MHz
vs. One Feed Point Position.
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MOOa NOt: DRIVING X BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 4 MHZ





Figure 6. 1 1 E-Fleld Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = Figure 4 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MOPg NOh DRIVING 4 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = A MHZ
THETA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEC
o
Figure G.I 2 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = Figure 4 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NOfc DRIVING 4 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 6 MHZ





Figure G.13 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 6 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MODa NOt DRIVING 4 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 6 MHZ
THETA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEC




Figure G.I 4 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 6 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MOOEL N01: DRIVING 3 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 6 MHZ










Figure G.I 5 E-Fleld Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 6 MHz,
vs. Three Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 3 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 6 MHZ




Mwa-O * W«n nrvt
Figure 6.16 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 6 MHz,
vs. Three Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 2 ADJACENT BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 6 MHZ
THETA = -180, PHI = DEG.
90
iao







Figure G.I 7 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F r 6 MHz,
vs. Two Adjacent Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 2 ADJACENT BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 6 MHZ
THETA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEG.
o
330
amcus m Ke«cn twc
Figure G.I 8 E-Fleld Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 6 MHz,
vs. Two Adjacent Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 2 DIAGONAL BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 6 MHZ
THETA = -180, PHI = DEG.
90





Figure G.I 9 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 6 MHz,
vs. Two Diagonal Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 2 DIAGONAL BASE SEGMENTS AT EREQ = 6 MHZ
THETA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEG.
o
270
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Figure G.20 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 6 MHz,
vs. Two Diagonal Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NOh DRIVING 1 BASE SEGMENT AT FREQ, = 6 MHZ
THETA = -180. PHI = DEG.
90







Figure 6.21 E-Fleld Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 6 MHz.
vs. One Feed Point Position.
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MODEL NQ1: DR1VINGJ.BASgSEGMgNT AT PR£Q. = 6 MHZ
TKETA = SO, PHI = - 360 DEG.
o
Figure G.22 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 6 MHz,
vs. One Feed Point Position.
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Figure G.23 E-Fleld Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 7.7F1gure 4 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING A BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 7.74 MHZ
THTTA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEC
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Figure G.24 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 7.7Figure 4 MHz,
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MOOa NQt DRIVING 4 BASE SEGMENTS AT FkEQ. = 10 MHZ





Figure G.25 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern- F = 10 MHz
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NOfc DRIVING 4 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 10 MHZ







Figure 6.26 E-Fleld Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 10 MHz.
vs. Four Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 3 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 10 MHZ









Figure G.27 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 10 MHz,
vs. Three Feed Point Positions.
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MODa NOt: DRIVING 3 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 10 MHZ
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Figure 6.28 E-Fleld Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 10 MHz
vs. Three Feed Point Positions.
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MODa NOI: DRIVING 2 ADJACENT BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ = 10 MHZ










Figure G.29 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 10 MHz
vs. Two Adjacent Feed Point Positions.
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M00E1 N01: DRIVING 2 ADJACENT BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ = 10 MHZ
THETA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEG.
o
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Figure G.30 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 10 MHz
vs. Two Adjacent Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 2 DIAGONAL BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ = 10 MHZ
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Figure 6.31 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: Frio MHz,
vs. Two Diagonal Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NOl: DRIVING 2 DIAGONAL BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ = 10 MHZ
THFTA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEG.
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Figure G.32 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 10 MHz,
vs. Two Diagonal Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 1 BASE SEGMENT AT FREQ. = 10 MHZ
THETA = -180, PHI = DEG.
90
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Figure G.33 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 10 MHz,
vs. One Feed Point Position.
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MODEL N01: DRIVING 1 BASE SEGMENT AT FREQ. = 10 MKZ




Figure 6.34 E-Fleld Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 10 MHz,
vs. One Feed Point Position.
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MODEL NO 2: DRIVING T2 BASE SEGMENTS AT FSEQ. = 11 MHZ








Figure 6.35 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 1 1 MHz,
vs. All Base Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NO 2: DRIVING g BAST SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 11 MHZ
THEIA = 90, PHI = - 360 DEC
Figure G.36 E-Fleld Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 1 1 MHz,
vs. All Base Feed Point Positions.
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MOOa NO t DRIVING t2 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREO. = 12.55 MHZ
THETA = -180, PHI = DEG.
90
Figure G.37 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 12.85 MHz,
vs. All Base Feed Point Positions.
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MODEL NO 2: DRIVING g BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = tZS5 UHZ
THETA = 90, PHJ = - 360 DEC
Figure G.38 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 12.85 MHz,
vs. All Base Feed Point Positions.
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MOOEL NO 2: DRIVING 12 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 15 MHZ
THETA = -130, PHI = DEG.
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Figure G.39 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern: F = 15 MHz
vs. All ease Feed Point Positions.
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MODa NO 2: DRIVING 12 BASE SEGMENTS AT FREQ. = 15 MHZ





Figure G.40 E-Field Horizontal Radiation Pattern: F = 15 MHz
vs. All Base Feed Point Positions.
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WHIP ANTINHA OF H = 24. M AT F 4 MHZ
THETA = -180, FKI = D£G.
to
Figure G.41 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern of Whip Antenna Whose
Height Is Equal to That of the Antenna of Figures G.1-G.40
In Frequency 4 MHz.
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Vtt&» ANTENNA 0FH = 24MATF = 6lrfHZ
7>€TA -180, PHI = DES.
to
Figure G.42 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern of Whip Antenna Whose
Height Is Equal to That of the Antenna of Figures 6 1-G 40
in Frequency 6 MHz.
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TKETA = -180, PW = DEC.
to
Figure G.43 E-Fleld Vertical Radiation Pattern of Whip Antenna Whose
Height Is Equal to That of the Antenna of Figures 6.1-6.40
in Frequency 7.74 MHz.
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W3P AHTINNA 0FH = 24MATF = 10MHZ
THETA = -180, FHJ = D£G.
90
Figure G.44 E-Field Vertical Radiation Pattern of Whip Antenna Whose
Height Is Equal to That of the Antenna of Figures G.1-G.40
in Frequency 10 MHz.
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WfrgP AHTIKNA OF H = 24 M AT F = X2JS5 MHZ
7>€U = -180,m = DEO.
to
!
Figure 6.45 E-Field Vertical Rediatlon Pattern of Whip Antenna Whose
Height Is Equal to That of the Antenna of Figures 6.1-G.40
in Frequency 12.85 MHz.
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WHP ANTENHA 0FH = 24MATF=:gUHZ
THETA = -180, PHI = DEC
to
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Figure 6.46 E-Fleld Vertical Radiation Pattern or Whip Antenna Whose
Height Is Equal to That of the Antenna of Figures G.1-G.40
in Frequency 15 MHz.
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